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The Virus speaks: an
exclusive interview

I can’t recall jumping through more 
hoops in order to set up an interview.
There was a man on a train; his doctor 
in Greenwich; an NSA data analyst; a 
woman who almost certainly works for
the CIA; her brother, who is a 
virologist; a Chinese Army officer who
adopts a cover as a cook in a takeout 
joint in Venice, California; and several 
other people I won’t mention at all. I 
was filtered through them and wound 
up in a cheap motel room in Phoenix 
on a Saturday afternoon. An old air 
conditioner was chugging…
Who are you?
I’m SARS-CoV-2. Pg 13-14

Refuse ALL fear narratives

As this struggle for truth and freedom heats up we need to be careful 
of muddled messages and graded language that concedes important 
ground.
We need to focus on a few crucial points in everything we put out 
there, whether to friends, family or the world at large. Pg 1-2

Tyranny: The Deadliest
Pandemic

Over the centuries pandemics have 
come and gone. Some were real like 
the Bubonic plague of the 14th 
Century and some, like AIDS, were 
fake. But there is one pandemic that 
has always been with us. It never goes 
away and outbreaks can occur 
anywhere at any time. Sometimes it’s a
small outbreak and sometimes it’s 
huge and global, such as WWII and 
now COVID-19. It hangs over the 
human race like a rotten rag soaked 
with blood, and death, and corruption. 
Pg 14-18

Statement on Virus
Isolation (SOVI). “SARS-

CoV-2 Has Never Been
Isolated or Purified” 

Isolation: The action of isolating; the 
fact or condition of being isolated or 
standing alone; separation from other 
things or persons; solitariness. – Oxford 
English Dictionary. Pg 19-20

Planned Euthanasia Does Not Constitute
Healthcare – No Matter How Hard You Clap For

It

In April and June of 2020 I wrote about something I referred to as 
LOKIN 20 (https://in-this-together.com/lockdown-regime-deaths-lokin-20/). In a
series of articles (https://in-this-together.com/?s=Lockdown) I was among 
those in the so called “alternative media” who tried to highlight that 
lockdowns and other response measures, created by the Coronavirus 
Act, increased the risks to the most vulnerable.
This was entirely contrary to the rationale we were given for these new
laws and subsequent policies. The response was promoted to the 
public as a “plan” to protect the most vulnerable. It was certainly a 
plan but increasing, rather than decreasing, the risks appears to have 
been the objective. Pg 2-9

Delta Variants, PCR Tests and Cognitive
Dissonance

To paraphrase a famous quip from then Presidential candidate Bill 
Clinton in a debate with his Republican opponent in 1992, “It’s the 
vaccine, stupid!” The daily mainstream media and government 
narrative we are being inundated all over the world with is confusing 
to most, to put it mildly. So-called Delta or “Indian” variant is 
spreading like chicken pox we are told, but not what that “spreading” 
means. Unvaccinated are accused of spreading COVID-19 to those 
supposedly vaccinated. The USA, UK and EU are leading this 
confusing and deadly narrative. Pg 9-12
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Refuse ALL fear
narratives
Source: https://off-

guardian.org/2021/08/09/refuse-all-
fear-narratives/

By Catte Black

1. The pandemic is FAKE. Not 
exaggerated or 
opportunistically exploited – 
FAKE. Whether there is a new 
virus called SARSCOV2 or not 
(we remain neutral on that), the 
‘pandemic’ associated with it 
never happened. The all cause 
mortality figures show this, as 
we have pointed out many times.
Excess deaths in 2020 were 
unremarkable and can be 
accounted for by the real 
‘pandemic’ of care home deaths, 
forced DNRs and lockdown-
related mortalities.

2. The PCRs DON’T WORK 
to diagnose infection so your 
endless ‘tests’ are largely just 
moneymaking scams and ‘cases’
are meaningless.

3. Most diagnoses of ‘Covid’ are
just the normal array of 
respiratory infections, caused by 
many different bugs, plus 
meaningless PCR , and 99.9% of
people who ‘get it’, whatever it 
is, or are told they have it will be
fine, and those who die with it 
will almost all be very old and 
very sick and already dying of 
something else. Just like before 
2020 when ‘Covid’ was just flu 
or pneumonia.

4.The vax is totally 
unnecessary, doesn’t work and

might harm or kill you.

5.Your compliance will never 
make this go away. Only 
resistance can do that.

As I said in a recent article 
(https://off-
guardian.org/2021/08/03/repeat-after-
me-the-pcr-tests-dont-work/) we can 
all tend to forget these basic 
facts and begin buying in parts 
of the narrative without 
realizing.

Especially true as the ones 
selling this scam are very good 
at providing new stories that 
superficially appear to help our 
side but on closer analysis just 
promote virus fear porn by a 
back door.

Be wary of any mainstream, or
even ‘alternative’, news story 
that ends up promoting a 
deadly virus – by any route.

I include in that all stories 
about the Wuhan “lab leak”, 
any alleged “gain of function” 
research, ‘spike protein’ 
shedding, ‘breakthrough 
infections’, vax-created super-
virus, and even the claims that 
Ivermectin and HCQ can 
‘cure Covid’.

All these stories, whether 
containing grains of truth or 
wholly imaginary, and 
however honestly promoted, 
all work to the same end – to 
convince you there is a new 
and deadly virus, either 
naturally occurring, made in a
lab or mutated in the bodies of
the vaxxed.

(TCTT editor note: Worth
remembering that there is no

evidence that a new deadly virus
exists, see these videos: 

Project Immanuel
https://www.richplanet.net/richp_guest

.php?ref=728&part=1&person=20
&

Once Upon A Time in
Wuhan.... -

https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/O
nce-Upon-A-Time-in-Wuhan-Odysee-

Exclusive-Comp:2)

Even when promoted in good 
faith they all serve the ultimate 
agenda of fear and estrangement 
and control.

The makers of this narrative 
don’t care how you become 
afraid. They don’t care what 
flavour of infection got you 
there. They just want you scared 
of a vaguely terrifying virus and 
the people potentially carrying 
it.

So if a particular narrative is 
pointing you toward the rocky 
and wave-beaten outcrop of 
Point Fear, stop and think 
before you get there.

Remember the pandemic is a 
lie and the PCRs can’t diagnose 
active infection and 96% of 
people who died ‘with covid’ 
were already very old and/or 
dying of something else when 
they were given a scientifically 
meaningless PCR test and 
became a largely meaningless 
statistic.

The rest – anything that starts 
looping around a circuitous 
route back to the ‘deadly bug’ 
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story is just clever diversion.

Don’t end up clinging to a rock
on Point Fear screaming about
the virus or the variants or the 
super-duper breakthrough 
killer bugs. That’s where they 
want you. Terrified, ineffectual
and a slave to anything that 
mitigates your fear.

Stay on firm ground. Stay sane. 
Stay on the only message that 
matters.

There’s nothing to fear except 
the fear-mongers, their “great 
reset” social reforms and their 
snake oil, ‘experimental’, 
totally unnecessary ‘cure’.

Planned Euthanasia
Does Not Constitute

Healthcare – No
Matter How Hard

You Clap For It
Source: https://in-this-

together.com/planned-euthanasia/

By Iain Davis

I reported the removal the 
safeguards put in place 
following the Shipman Inquiry 
and Francis Report (Mid Staffs). 
I pointed to statistical evidence 
from the Office of National 
Statistics and the concerns 
raised, by people like Professor 
Carl Heneghan 
(https://archive.is/4YjeE) and David 
Spiegelhalter, that a dangerous 
withdrawal of healthcare was 
contributing toward unnecessary
increased mortality among the 

most vulnerable.

I am not claiming any great 
insight or deductive powers. I 
was just one, among many 
others, in the inappropriately 
named alternative media 
(https://www.ukcolumn.org/ukcolumn-
news/uk-column-news-1st-may-2020) 
who were reporting the obvious 
dangers inherent to government 
policy.

It is important to stress that 
the increased mortality risk 
from the policies, rather than 
COVID 19, was abundantly 
clear at the time. Many people 
tried to warn the public but 
they were widely dismissed 
and labelled 
(https://archive.is/4Q8dx) as 
“COVID deniers.”

A year later a number of 
mainstream media (MSM) 
articles (https://archive.ph/0yncc) 
have emerged confirming, what 
appears to have been, a policy 
that would inevitably maximise 
the risks to the most vulnerable. 
As usual, the possibility of 
deliberate policy intent is 
never broached in any of these 
MSM pieces. Their reports 
uncritically cite statements by 
politicians and consistently 
assume that these policies were
mistakes and promote the 
notion that lessons need to be 
learned.

Speaking in June 2020 about the
high risk discharge of 25,000 
vulnerable patients 
(https://archive.ph/SGqpl) into care 
setting, where they received 
neither medical care nor 

adequate social care, the former 
Health Secretary and chairman 
of the Health Select Committee, 
Jeremy Hunt, was 
unquestioningly reported as 
saying:

“It seems extraordinary that 
no one appeared to consider 
the clinical risk to care homes 
despite widespread knowledge 
that the virus could be carried 
asymptomatically”

Leaving aside the clear scientific
proof 
(https://web.archive.org/web/20201202
162657/https://www.nature.com/article
s/s41467-020-19802-w) that there is 
no such thing as asymptomatic 
transmission of SARS-CoV-2, 
the evidence suggests that these 
were neither mistakes nor 
failures. Yet all we see from the 
mainstream media is a free pass 
for the politicians and a blanket 
refusal to ever question their 
deceitful statements.

We face a huge sociopolitical 
problem. Despite the mountain 
of historical and 
contemporaneous evidence 
that governments can and do 
intentionally harm us (https://in-
this-together.com/operation-gladio-
false-flag-evidence/), it seems we 
are collectively incapable of 
grasping the reality of 
democide 
(https://www.hawaii.edu/powerkills/D
BG.CHAP2.HTM). We wrongly 
assume that every policy is 
intentionally benign.

We must overcome this flawed 
and naive belief. Until we 
recognise that there are those 
within government, and its 
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wider partnership networks, 
that wish us ill we will remain 
unable to address the threat 
they pose to all of us.

The UK government not only 
created the legislation to enable 
healthcare providers to increase 
the risks to the most vulnerable, 
they fully understood those 
risks. They had previously 
identified them in training 
exercises and had extensively 
modelled those risks.

Contrary to Hunt’s statement, 
there were many in the UK 
government who did “consider 
the clinical risk to care homes.” 
When the claimed pandemic 
arrived, rather than respond to 
limit and reduce the known 
dangers, the government, of 
which Hunt is a leading 
member, appeared to 
intentionally exacerbate them.

Section 14 
(https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/
2020/7/section/14/enacted) of the 
Coronavirus Act removed the 
crucial NHS obligations under 
the NHS (standards) 
Framework. The NHS did not 
have to comply with clause 
21(2)(a) and 21(12) of the 2012 
Regulations.

The NHS no longer had a duty 
(https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/20
12/2996/regulation/21) to assess a 
patient’s “eligibility for NHS 
Continuing Healthcare” before 
discharging them. In addition, no
relevant body needed to have 
any “regard to the National 
Framework.” It is important to 
recognise what this meant within
the context of a supposed global 
pandemic.

On 19th March 2020 the HCID 
group of Public Health England 
and the Advisory Committee on 
Dangerous Pathogens (ACDP) 
unanimously agreed to 
downgrade COVID 19, from a 
High Consequence Infectious 
Disease, due to low mortality 
(https://web.archive.org/web/20210312
043126/https://www.gov.uk/guidance/h
igh-consequence-infectious-diseases-
hcid). The UK government issued
instructions to the NHS that they
must discharge as many patients 
as possible 
(https://web.archive.org/web/20201007
004844/https://assets.publishing.servic
e.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/u
ploads/attachment_data/file/911541/C
OVID-
19_hospital_discharge_service_require
ments_2.pdf) on the same day.

With no duty to assess a 
patient’s continuing healthcare 
needs, the government set very 
unsafe assessment criteria and 
compelled hospitals to discharge
them. Unless they were in 
intensive care, receiving oxygen,
on intravenous fluids or 
imminently close to death, the 
government decreed:

“Every patient on every 
general ward should be 

reviewed on a twice daily 
board round to determine the 
following. If the answer to 
each question is ‘no’, active 
consideration for discharge to 
a less acute setting must be 
made.” 

This is worth reiterating. During 
an allegedly unprecedented 
health crisis the UK government 
removed the NHS duty (https://in-
this-together.com/coronavirus-giving-
your-freedom-away/) to assess a 
patient’s health status (and 
conditions) before discharging 
them from hospital. They then 
issued instructions compelling 
the NHS to discharge as many 
patients as possible.

The government and the NHS 
accepted that this would mean 
discharging patients with an 
active COVID 19 infection into 
the community. COVID patients,
and people with a range of 
potentially life threatening 
conditions, were shipped into 
care settings where other 
vulnerable adults, who may not 
not have had any infection, were
supposedly “shielding.”

There is no doubt that untested 
and COVID 19 positive patients 
entered the care system via this 
route. Both during the first and 
second “waves.” It is entirely 
reasonable to suspect that this 
policy, combined with others 
we are about to discuss, caused
the said “waves.”

An August 2020 study by the 
Queen’s Nursing Institute 
(https://archive.is/cpbAo) found the 
following practices commonly 
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operating in Care Homes during 
the spring 2020 outbreak. We 
should note the element of 
compulsion:

“Having to accept patients 
from hospitals with unknown 
Covid-19 status, being told 
about plans not to resuscitate 
residents without consulting 
families, residents or care 
home staff…..21% of 
respondents said that their 
home accepted people 
discharged from hospital who 
had tested positive for Covid-
19…..a substantial number 
found it difficult to access 
District Nursing and GP 
services….25% in total 
reporting it somewhat difficult 
or very difficult during March-
May 2020.”

On January 11th 2021, during 
the alleged second wave, The 
Care Quality Commission 
stated:

“These settings are admitting 
people who are discharged 
from hospital with a COVID-
positive test who will be 
moving or going back into a 
care home setting.”

Even a few isolated voices in the
mainstream media pointed out 
what they referred to as culpable
neglect 
(https://web.archive.org/web/20200515
034552/https://www.theguardian.com/c
ommentisfree/2020/apr/14/the-
guardian-view-on-the-care-home-
crisis-culpable-neglect). Some of 
the UK’s leading charities for 
vulnerable people including the 
Alzheimer’s Society, Marie 
Curie, Age UK, Care England 

and Independent Age 
contributed toward an open letter
to the UK government 
(https://web.archive.org/web/20201030
204347/http://www.ekklesia.co.uk/node
/29509). Written on 14th April 
2020 they highlighted a litany of
policy “failures:”

“Instead of being allowed 
hospital care, to see their 
loved ones and to have the 
reassurance that testing 
allows; and for the staff who 
care for them to have even the 
most basic of PPE, they are 
told they cannot go to hospital,
routinely asked to sign Do Not 
Resuscitate orders.”

The policies operated both by 
the NHS and the care homes, as 
a consequence of Coronavirus 
Act’s “legislative easement,” did
not protect the most vulnerable. 
Rather they maximised their 
clinical risk. Not just of COVID 
19, but of every condition that 
rendered them vulnerable in the 
first place.

From the 17th March 2020 the 
NHS were discharging 
vulnerable patients into care 
homes without assessing their 
“eligibility for healthcare.” On 
2nd April 2020 the NHS 
combined this with instructions 
that care home residents should 
not be conveyed 
(https://www.hsj.co.uk/patient-
safety/prejudiced-hospital-admissions-
guidance-for-the-elderly-dropped-by-
nhse/7027414.article) to hospital. 
On the 6th April they issued 
guidance to GP’s 
(https://web.archive.org/web/20200501
193018/https://www.england.nhs.uk/co
ronavirus/wp-

content/uploads/sites/52/2020/03/C013
3-COVID-19-Primary-Care-SOP-GP-
practice_V2.1_6-April.pdf) which 
stated:

“All patients should be triaged
remotely.. Remote 
consultations should be used 
when possible. Consider the 
use of video consultations 
when appropriate.” 

So called “first wave” mortality 
peaked on the 11th of April and 
the UK government published 
its COVID 19 Action Plan 
(https://web.archive.org/web/20200519
034049/https://assets.publishing.servic
e.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/u
ploads/attachment_data/file/879639/co
vid-19-adult-social-care-action-
plan.pdf) on the 15th April. This 
seemingly insane policy agenda 
was deemed “necessary” by the 
UK state to create “capacity” in 
the NHS:

“The UK Government with the
NHS set out its plans on the 
17th March 2020 to free up 
NHS capacity via rapid 
discharge into the community 
and reducing planned 
care…..We can now confirm 
we will move to institute a 
policy of testing all residents 
prior to admission to care 
homes.”

There was no commitment to 
improve the situation from the 
UK government, just a plan to 
move toward one. We know 
from the observations of the 
CQC that they continued these 
high risk policies during the 
subsequent virus “waves.” There
is no evidence that any of these 
policies were designed to reduce
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the risks of the most vulnerable. 
They all, consistently tended to 
increase them.

It is not tenable for politicians 
to now claim that they didn’t 
know what was happening. 
They constructed and enabled 
all of the policies that made 
this dangerous negligence 
possible. Nor is it credible to 
simply blame the medical 
profession. The widespread use 
of Hospital Trust gagging orders 
(non disclosure agreements - 
https://web.archive.org/web/20210103
042536/https://amp.theguardian.com/s
ociety/2020/apr/09/nhs-staff-
forbidden-speaking-out-publicly-
about-coronavirus) was also in 
place. Doctors who did speak 
out were disciplined or sacked 
(https://archive.is/YkJhE). This was 
systemic policy initiative which 
physicians were expected to 
abide by.

Once the vulnerable were 
trapped in abandoned care 
homes, which were knowingly 
understaffed, the remaining, 
unprotected staff were then left 
to deal with both their own 
safety fears and the mounting 
mortality. The government 
decided this was an opportune 
moment to suspend all safety 
inspections 
(https://web.archive.org/web/20200317
172542if_/https://www.independent.co.
uk/news/health/coronavirus-cqc-
inspections-hospitals-care-homes-nhs-
a9404476.html) in both hospital 
and care settings. This was 
supposed to “limit infections,” 
although every other decision 
they made appeared to increase 
them. Yet again, ending 
inspections raised the mortality 

risk for the most vulnerable.

At the same time, Do Not 
Resuscitate (DNAR) notices 
were being attached to 
vulnerable people’s care plans, 
often without their consent or 
even their knowledge 
(https://archive.is/LtTqR). This 
coincided with a massive 
increase in orders for the 
potentially life ending 
medication midazolam.

In March 2020 the NHS 
purchased the equivalent of two 
years worth of supply 
(https://archive.is/Cv5fV). French 
suppliers were then given 
regulatory approval by the 
MHRA to sell additional stock to
the NHS. This was then 
distributed for out of hospital 
use in the community.

This benzodiazepine 
(midazolam) is a 
sedative/anaesthetic that 
suppresses respiration and the 
central nervous system (CNS). 
The British National Formulary 
(BNF - 
https://bnf.nice.org.uk/drug/midazolam
.html) recommends its use for 
sedation of anxious or agitated 
terminally ill patients using a 
mechanised syringe pump in 
doses of 30–
200 micrograms/kg/hour. It is 
not recommended for conscious 
sedation in higher doses due to 
the following risks:

“CNS (central nervous system)
depression; compromised 
airway; severe respiratory 
depression.”

Therefore a frail, eight stone (50 
kg) adult could receive an initial 
dose of up to 2.5mg followed by
a total incremental dose of 
another 2.5mg over a 24hr 
period. The purpose of this 
would be to ease their anxiety 
and agitation if they were 
experiencing the frightening 
sensation of intense respiratory 
difficulty.

Midazolam becomes a conscious
anaesthetic for use in intensive 
and palliative care when given in
higher doses. The British 
Association for Palliative 
Medicine 
(https://web.archive.org/web/20210712
010253/https://apmonline.org/wp-
content/uploads/2021/02/COVID-19-
Palliative-and-End-of-Life-Care.pdf) 
recommend:

“Start with 2.5-5 milligrams – 
if necessary, increase 
progressively to 10 milligrams 
– maintain with 10-60 
milligrams / 24h in a syringe 
pump”

Ten milligrams is twice the BNF
recommended dose to ease 
anxiety (for an 8 stone 
vulnerable adult.) Therefore it is
extremely concerning that 
NHS Clinical Guideline for 
Symptom Control for patients 
with COVID-19 
(https://web.archive.org/web/20200817
013846/https://www.bsuh.nhs.uk/librar
y/wp-
content/uploads/sites/8/2020/03/Covid
66_Covid-19-Symptom-control-at-
BSUH.pdf) recommended 10mg 
of Midazolam for patients with
“distressing breathlessness at 
rest.” This risks a rapid 
deterioration of the symptoms 
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causing them that distress.

Police are still investigating an 
estimated 15,000 deaths 
(https://archive.is/ie8td) that 
occurred at Gosport War 
Memorial Hospital between 
1987 and 2001. An inquiry has 
already found that at least 456 
people’s lives were “shortened”
through the unwarranted use 
of unnecessary medication. 
Many suspect that the true 
figure is in the thousands. The 
independent panel into the 
malpractice at Gosport War 
Memorial Hospital 
(https://www.gosportpanel.independent
.gov.uk/media/documents/070618_CCS
207_CCS03183220761_Gosport_Inqui
ry_Whole_Document.pdf) found:

“There was a disregard for 
human life and a culture of 
shortening the lives of a large 
number of patients by 
prescribing and administering 
“dangerous doses” of a 
hazardous combination of 
medication not clinically 
indicated or justified.. they 
were, in effect, put on a 
terminal care pathway.. The 
risk of using them in 
combination has been 
consistently documented in the
BNF. In particular, it has long 
been known that when given 
together, opioids and 
midazolam cause enhanced 
sedation, respiratory 
depression and lowered blood 
pressure.”

This report was published in 
September 2018. In 2020 the 
NHS treatment guidelines for 
COVID 19 patients, who were 
deemed to be “agitated,” was:

“Start with Morphine 20mg 
and Midazolam 20mg” 

This is precisely the 
mechanical syringe 
combination used at Gosport 
War Memorial to “shorten” 
thousands of peoples lives. 
There are numerous reasons to
suspect that the huge increase 
in midazolam ordered by the 
NHS, with the full knowledge 
of the government, was 
intended for this purpose.

In April 2020 the Health and 
Social Care Committee 
(https://web.archive.org/web/20200723
231734/https://committees.parliament.
uk/oralevidence/288/default/), 
chaired by Jeremy Hunt, heard 
submissions from medical 
professionals as they considered 
the government response to the 
global pandemic. In Q377 Dr 
Luke Evans (MP fror Hinckley 
and Bosworth) asked then 
Health Secretary about NHS 
provisions for “a good death.” 
This is medical shorthand for 
assisted dying or euthanasia 
(https://euthanasia.procon.org/questio
ns/what-is-a-good-death/). Dr Evans 
(MP) asked:

“The syringe drivers are used 
to deliver medications such as 
midazolam and morphine. Do 
you have any precautions in 
place to ensure that we have 
enough of those medications?”

To which Matt Hancock replied:

“Yes. We have a big project to 
make sure that the global 
supply chains for those sorts of
medications.. are clear. In fact,

those medicines are made in a 
relatively small number of 
factories around the world, so 
it is a delicate supply chain 
and we are in contact with the 
whole supply chain.” 

Hancock was clearly referring to
the huge midazolam order and 
MHRA approval of the French 
supply chain. The UK 
government had already passed 
the Coronavirus Act, removing 
the NHS Framework duties, and 
had ordered them to discharge 
patients en masse. The NHS had 
instructed care homes not to 
send sick patients to hospital and
GP support from the care homes 
had effectively been withdrawn.

Jeremy Hunt was chairing this 
discussion. For him to claim 
two months later that no one 
had “appeared to consider the 
clinical risk to care homes” 
smacks of vile obfuscation. 
The best we can say about this 
statement is that he was 
wrong. We now have the 
documentation which shows 
that the clinical risk in care 
homes was very carefully 
considered and the withdrawal
of care was planned.
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In 2016 the UK government ran 
Exercise Cygnus. The training 
scenario was prepared by 
Professor Neil Ferguson and his 
team at Imperial College London
(ICL). It simulated a flu 
outbreak and was a Command 
Post Exercise (CPX) designed to
test the UK’s pandemic 
preparedness. Nearly a thousand 
key officials took part from 
central and local government 
departments, the NHS, public 
health bodies from across UK, as
well as local emergency 
response planners.

Some of the Cygnus Report 
(https://web.archive.org/web/20201101
033241/https://assets.publishing.servic
e.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/u
ploads/attachment_data/file/927770/ex
ercise-cygnus-report.pdf) 
recommendations were 
implemented in response to 
COVID 19 and others not. For 
example, it recommended 
legislative easements. The 
Coronavirus Act certainly eased 
the legislation surrounding the 
death registration process 
(https://www.ukcolumn.org/article/dec
eptive-construction-why-we-must-
question-covid-19-mortality-statistics) 
and the NHS duty of care. The 
legal requirements for inquests, 
post-mortems and cremations 
were also relaxed.

Exercise Cygnus also 
highlighted a number of 
deficiencies 
(https://archive.is/nue7q). It 
identified inadequate numbers of
critical, general and acute care 
beds, which the government then
proceeded to reduce further 
(https://www.kingsfund.org.uk/publicat
ions/nhs-hospital-bed-numbers); it 

warned that whole sections of 
the NHS may have to be shut, 
which is exactly what the 
government did during the 
“pandemic;” it highlighted that 
the most vulnerable could be 
denied care, just as they were, 
and that the health service would
have to be set on a war footing 
just to be able to cope.

These were warnings not policy 
suggestions. The UK 
government’s adoption of some 
of the Cygnus recommendations 
and determination not to address
Gygnus alarms appears to have 
been their policy response to 
COVID 19.

COVID 19 healthcare strategies 
were seemingly set in 2016. The 
Cygnus scenario, modelled by 
Ferguson and ICL 
(https://archive.is/mKkw5) differed 
from their COVID 19 “models” 
only by virtue of being based 
upon influenza rather than a 
coronavirus.

Perhaps this explains why 
Exercise Cygnus was kept 
secret (https://archive.is/BBPQl), 
reportedly for reasons of 
“national security.” When the 
report was released, after 
being exposed, it was heavily 
redacted and all the names of 
the senior officials involved 
were hidden.

The official explanation for 
this is that it was just too 
terrifying for the public to 
withstand. We might ask, 
terrifying for whom? Using the
media to terrorise the public 
during the alleged pandemic 

was recommended by Spi-B 
(SAGE. - 
https://web.archive.org/web/20200728
022555/https://assets.publishing.servic
e.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/u
ploads/attachment_data/file/887467/25
-options-for-increasing-adherence-to-
social-distancing-measures-
22032020.pdf)

It is reasonable to assume that 
many of those redacted names 
would have been people working
for Ferguson’s ICL team and 
current members of SAGE. If so,
this indicates that those involved
in planning the response to 
COVID 19 not only understood 
what the risks were, they then 
provided the claimed “scientific”
justification for policies which 
they knew would increase them.

One of the senior officials 
involved in Cygnus reportedly 
said:

“These exercises are supposed 
to prepare government for 
something like this – but it 
appears they were aware of the 
problem but didn’t do much 
about it.”

Again, we see the assumption 
that everything must be 
explained away as error or 
unfortunate oversight. This 
stretches credibility beyond 
breaking point when we 
understand that Gygnus 
ultimately produced a plan to 
deny healthcare during a 
pandemic. This policy of 
increasing the risks of the most 
vulnerable was evidently 
operating during the first alleged
pandemic wave. It also seems 
likely that it continued beyond 
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that point.

Based upon the Cygnus 
conclusions, in September 2017,
the NHS Surge and Triage 
(https://web.archive.org/web/20210801
155915/https://cygnusreports.org/wp-
content/uploads/2021/07/Pandemic-
Influenza-Briefing-Paper-NHS-Surge-
and-Triage.pdf) briefing paper was 
made available to senior health 
and government officials. It 
discussed something called 
population triage:

“The purpose of this paper is to
provide an update to Chief 
Medical Officer (CMO) and the
Chief Scientific Advisor (CSA) 
on continuing refinement of the 
knowledge and understanding 
behind the potential decision 
that may be required in a future
extreme pandemic influenza 
scenario to move to a state of 
population triage across the 
country..” 

Population triage means the 
potential denial of healthcare:

“The majority of the detail in 
this paper will not be replicated
in any publically available 
documentation.. Difficult 
decisions will be needed about 
maintaining patient access to 
care.. There is significant 
discussion in the paper about 
ceasing or changing care to 
patients in the HRG 
(Healthcare Resource Croups)..
Patients would be assessed on 
probability of survival rather 
than clinical need and higher 
level services would no longer 
be provided.. Total excess death
rate would be in excess of 
7,806 per week of the peak of 

the pandemic if all these 
services were stopped.. So in 
the peak six weeks of a 
pandemic.. 46,836 excess 
deaths could be expected”

Between 7th March and 8th May
2020, there were 47,243 excess 
deaths in England and Wales 
(https://jech.bmj.com/content/75/3/213
). According to the Cygnus 
predictions this was slightly 
higher than the numbers 
envisaged to result directly from 
the withdrawal of healthcare. 
However, nearly all of these 
deaths were attributed to COVID
19. We should ask where, in the 
claimed COVID 19 mortality 
figures, the anticipated deaths 
from the denial of healthcare are.

In November 2017 a number of 
English stakeholders also met to 
discuss the pandemic briefing 
paper for Adult Social and 
Community Care 
(https://web.archive.org/web/20210731
153310/https://cygnusreports.org/wp-
content/uploads/2021/07/Pandemic-
Influenza-briefing-paper-Adult-social-
care-and-community-health-care.pdf). 
This too was a product of 
Exercise Gygnus. Once again 
the intention was to keep the 
report secret.

“The majority of the detail in 
this paper will not be replicated
in any publically available 
documentation.. Whilst demand
will increase, capacity, which is
already under pressure because
of recruitment challenges, will 
also reduce because of staff 
absences.. Adult social care 
will have an increased role in 
supporting rapid discharge 
from hospital.. In a severe 

pandemic, only those services 
that are life-critical will be 
maintained.. More patients 
could be supported by a greater
focus on telecare/tele-
monitoring.”

It is known, from the reports of 
the CQC and national charities 
and other NHS documents cited 
in this article, that primary 
healthcare was withdrawn from 
care settings and the community.
The staff shortages identified in 
2016 became chronic and then 
severe during the pandemic. 
This was entirely predictable and
was a known outcome of the 
track and trace and self isolation 
polices of the UK government.

The briefing paper spoke about 
which services could be 
“reduced or deferred.” Crucially
these included assessment of 
care needs, mobility support, 
personal care support, 
maintaining family connections 
and access to medical treatment.

During the “first wave” 
approximately 25,000 vulnerable
people (https://archive.is/CsufP) 
were discharged into care homes
to face the extremely high risk 
environment created for them by
the UK government. At the same
time potentially life ending 
drugs were being liberally 
prescribed.

This was the COVID 19 policy 
response and we were told the 
intention was to “protect the 
most vulnerable”. All of it was 
predicted on the assumption that 
hospital were struggling to cope 
with the “surge” in COVID 19 
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patients. According to the UK 
government, patients needed to 
be discharged to free up capacity
in the NHS.

At the height of the so called 
first wave, on the 13th of April 
2020, the Health Service Journal
reported 
(https://web.archive.org/web/20210227
124050/https://www.hsj.co.uk/acute-
care/nhs-hospitals-have-four-times-
more-empty-beds-than-
normal/7027392.article) that 
hospital bed occupancy was at a 
record low, with 4 times more 
beds available that usual for the 
time of year. There were 37,500 
available beds.

The HSJ stated that the reason 
for this spare capacity was the 
discharge policy operated by 
NHS at the behest of the 
government. What they didn’t 
mention is that these figures 
show the high risk discharge of 
the most vulnerable people in 
our society was entirely 
unnecessary.

You may not like it but it is not
“unthinkable” that this was 
deliberate, coordinated policy 
designed to increase the 
mortality statistics. Many have 
questioned the claimed severity 
of the alleged pandemic. If you 
wish to give the impression of a 
high mortality disease then you 
need the deaths to back up your 
claim.

It is feasible that all of these risk 
heightening factors happened to 
perfectly coalesce to increase 
mortality, but is it plausible? A 
refusal to contemplate the 
possibility of a intentional act 

does not rule it out. Only a 
thorough, truly independent 
investigation can.

While this system was in 
operation, the UK government 
encouraged widespread adoption
of the Clap for Carers, often 
referred to as “clap for the 
NHS.” During lockdowns, as the
whole nation was told to self 
isolate indoors and avoid all 
unnecessary congregation, 
between the 26th March and the 
28th May, we were “allowed” to 
simultaneously congregate on 
the streets and show our 
appreciation by clapping, 
banging pots and pans and 
ringing bells.

Meanwhile vulnerable people 
were being discharged into 
unsafe care homes where access 
to medical care was withdrawn 
and essential social care 
removed. Clapping for this was
obscene. The government 
clearly used this ploy both as a
distraction and as propaganda.
This does not suggest that 
doctors, nurses and carers do not
deserve our support. Any 
medical professional or carer 
who blows the whistle is almost 
certainly making a career ending
decision 
(https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk
/gp-with-the-courage-to-say-no-to-
vaccines/).

Given the evidence we have 
discussed, if we consider 
ourselves to be responsible 
citizens who live in a 
democracy, it is 
unconscionable for us to 
simply ignore what appears to 

have been a deliberate and 
illegal government policy of 
large scale euthanasia in the 
UK. We must seek answers 
from policy makers and 
malfeasance in office must be 
prosecuted wherever it is 
identified.

Delta Variants, PCR
Tests and Cognitive

Dissonance
Source: https://journal-

neo.org/2021/08/11/delta-variants-pcr-
tests-and-cognitive-dissonance/

By F. William Engdahl

Children are told by political 
appointees to get the jab despite 
official recommendation from 
WHO and national medical 
authorities such as STIKO in 
Germany to wait. PCR tests 
that define policy, but which 
do not tell anything about a 
person’s having a specific 
virus, are treated as a “Gold 
Standard” of infection. Yet as 
of this writing not one lab has 
successfully isolated purified 
samples of the alleged SARS-
CoV-2 virus said to cause the 
COVID-19 disease. How can 
PCR tests be calibrated if the 
claimed pathogen is not clear? 
If we take a step back it 
becomes clear that we are 
being subjected to a deliberate 
worldwide operation in 
cognitive dissonance whose 
intended consequences for the 
future of our civilization are 
not being told to us.

Resolving dissonance
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Cognitive dissonance is a term 
in psychology for a person’s 
experience of two contradictory 
or inconsistent experiences 
whose inconsistency causes 
them great stress. The stress is 
resolved in the brain by the 
person playing unconscious 
tricks to resolve the 
contradiction. The Stockholm 
Syndrome comes to mind. In 
this case it is the traditional trust 
in Authority—governments, 
WHO, CDC, RKI, Bill Gates 
and other self-appointed 
epidemiological experts, in 
many cases with no medical 
degree. These authorities are 
imposing draconian lockdowns, 
masking and travel restraints and
what is rapidly becoming de 
facto forced vaccination with 
untested jabs whose adverse 
effects now number in the 
millions in the EU and USA.

The ordinary brain says, “Why 
would the authorities want to 
harm us? Don’t they want the 
best for us and the country or 
the world?” The real experiences
of the past 18 months since the 
World Health Organization 
declared a pandemic over an 
alleged virus first proclaimed in 
Wuhan China suggest that either 
politicians and health officials 
across the world have lost their 
minds, are deliberately evil, or 
willfully destructive or simply 
corrupt. To resolve that 
frightening contradiction, 
millions of us take an 
experimental concoction 
known as mRNA genetically-
edited substance assuming then
they are protected against 
infection or severe illness from 

an alleged deadly pathogen 
called COVID-19. Some even 
attack those around them who 
view the dissonance differently 
and who refuse a vaccine out of 
distrust and caution. Yet even the
ever-present Dr. Fauci in 
Washington admits the novel 
mRNA vaccines do not prevent 
getting the alleged disease or 
being infectious, only maybe 
helps lessen its impact. That is 
not a vaccine, but rather 
something else.

Delta Variant?

At this point it is useful to look 
at several demonstrated facts 
around this coronavirus and its 
apparently unlimited “variants.” 
The current scare in the UK and 
EU as well as the USA is a so-
called Delta variant of the 
coronavirus. The only problem 
is that we are not being told by 
the relevant authorities anything 
useful about that variant.

Since the alleged Delta variant 
of an alleged but nowhere 
scientifically proven Wuhan 
novel coronavirus is being used 
to justify a new round of 
draconian lockdowns and 
pressure to vaccinate, it is worth 
looking into the test to determine
if a Delta variant is present in a 
tested person tested with the 
standard WHO-recommended 
PCR test.

The Delta Variant back in May 
was originally called the Indian 
variant. It was soon blamed for 
up to 90% of new COVID-19 
positive tests in the UK, which 
also has a significant Indian 

population. What is not being 
told is that in just two months 
the alleged Delta positives in 
India dropped dramatically from 
400,000 daily in May to 40,000 
in July. Symptoms were said to 
be suspiciously like that for 
ordinary hay fever, so the 
WHO quickly renamed it the 
Delta variant according to the 
Greek alphabet just to muddy 
the waters more. Similar Delta 
declines came in the UK. 
“Experts” claimed it was 
because terrified Indians stayed 
at home as only a tiny 1-3% of 
the population had been 
vaccinated. In UK experts there 
claimed 
(https://www.deseret.com/coronavirus/
2021/8/7/22612038/delta-variant-uk-
india-vs-us-predictions) it was 
because so many had been 
vaccinated that Delta cases 
plunged. If you get the 
impression they are just 
inventing explanations to feed 
the vaccine narrative, you are 
not alone.

It gets worse. Virtually no one in
the UK, India the EU or the 
USA who is claimed to have 
been tested positive for Delta 
has had a specific Delta variant 
test as such a direct variant 
test does not exist. Complex 
and very costly tests are claimed 
to exist, but no proof is offered 
that they are being used to claim 
such things as “90% of UK 
cases are Delta…” Labs around 
the world simply do the 
standard, highly inaccurate PCR 
tests and health authorities 
declare it is “Delta.” There is no 
simple test for Delta or any other
variant. If that were not true, the 
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CDC or WHO or other health 
institutes should explain in detail
those tests. They haven’t. Ask 
relevant health “experts” how 
they prove presence of a Delta 
variant virus. They cannot. 
Testing labs in the USA admit 
that they do not test 
(https://journal-
neo.org/2021/08/11/delta-variants-pcr-
tests-and-cognitive-dissonance/
%20https://www.msn.com/en-
us/health/medical/is-there-a-specific-
covid-19-test-for-the-delta-variant-
what-you-need-to-know/ar-AAMnyb4) 
for any variants.

Worthless PCR Tests

Even the PCR test itself is not a 
test for any virus or disease. The 
scientist who won a Nobel Prize 
for inventing the PCR test, Dr. 
Kary Mullis, went on TV to 
attack by name NIAID head 
Tony Fauci as incompetent for 
claiming the PCR tests could 
detect any pathogen or disease. 
It was not designed for that, 
but rather as a laboratory 
analytical tool for research. 
PCR tests cannot determine an
acute infection, ongoing 
infectiousness, nor actual 
disease (https://off-
guardian.org/2020/06/27/covid19-pcr-
tests-are-scientifically-meaningless/?
fbclid=IwAR0OFMLQ-
oW85YSrDczm8rjLC1cCJmJ4lIIoW3_-
PIYYJRypsmgh2CH8fJ4). The PCR 
test is not actually designed to 
identify active infectious 
disease, instead, it identifies 
genetic material, be it partial, 
alive, or even dead.

A January 21, 2020 published 
paper by two Germans, Corman 
and Drosten, was used to create 

the PCR test immediately 
adopted by the WHO to be the 
world standard to detect cases of
the novel coronavirus from 
Wuhan. At that point a mere six 
persons had been identified 
having the novel coronavirus. In 
November 2020 a group of 
scientific external peers 
reviewed the Drosten paper and 
found an incredible number of 
major scientific flaws as well as 
brazen conflict of interest by 
Drosten and colleagues. The 
scientists noted the Drosten PCR
design and paper suffered from, 
“numerous technical and 
scientific errors, including 
insufficient primer design, a 
problematic and insufficient RT-
qPCR protocol, and the absence
of an accurate test validation. 
Neither the presented test nor 
the manuscript itself fulfils the 
requirements for an acceptable 
scientific publication. Further, 
serious conflicts of interest of 
the authors are not mentioned. 
Finally… a systematic peer 
review process was either not 
performed here, or of 
problematic poor quality.” 
(https://cormandrostenreview.com/repo
rt/) Yet the Drosten PCR design 
was immediately recommended 
by the WHO as the world corona
test.

The PCR amplifies genetic 
material by using cycles of 
amplification until it reaches 
what is called Cycle threshold 
(Ct), the number of 
amplifications to detect genetic 
material before the sample 
becomes worthless. Mullis once 
said if you amplify by enough 
cycles you can pretty much find 

anything in anybody as our 
bodies carry huge numbers of 
different viruses and bacteria, 
most harmless. Even Dr. Fauci 
in a 2020 interviews stated that a
CT at 35 or above is worthless. 
Yet the CDC is believed to 
recommend testing labs to use a 
CT of 37 to 40! At that level 
perhaps 97% of COVID 
positives are likely false 
(https://rightsfreedoms.wordpress.com/
2021/05/10/cdc-specifies-pcr-test-
cycle-threshold-for-vaccinated-
individuals-what-does-this-mean/).

Neither the CDC nor the WHO 
makes public their Ct 
recommendations, but reports 
are that the CDC now 
recommends a lower Ct 
threshold for testing vaccinated 
so as to minimize COVID 
positives in the vaccinated, 
while recommending (https://off-
guardian.org/2021/05/18/how-the-cdc-
is-manipulating-data-to-prop-up-
vaccine-effectiveness/) a Ct above 
35 for the unvaccinated, a 
criminal manipulation if it is 
true.

For those interested in the 
evolution of perverting the PCR 
tests to supposedly diagnose 
specific presence of a disease, 
look into the sordid history 
beginning in the 1980s of Fauci 
and his underling then, Dr 
Robert Gallo, at NIAID, using 
Mullis’ PCR technology to 
wrongly claim a person is HIV-
positive, a criminal enterprise 
that resulted in unnecessary 
deaths of tens or hundreds of 
thousands of people 
(https://www.virusmyth.com/aids/hiv/k
mforeword.htm).
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Notably nearly every prominent 
COVID vaccine advocate from 
Fauci to WHO head Tedros have
come out of the HIV/AIDS 
swamp and its fake PCR testing. 
The entire panic measures 
imposed since 2020 around the
world are based on the false 
premise that “Positive” RT-
PCR test means being sick or 
infected with COVID. The 
COVID-19 scare that 
emanated from Wuhan, China 
in December of 2019 is a 
pandemic of testing as many 
doctors have pointed out. 
There is no proof that a 
pathogenic virus is being 
detected by the test. Nor is 
there a proven reference value, 
or “gold standard” to determine 
positive. It is purely arbitrary. 
Do the research and you will 
find it.

Pushing Experimental
Vaccines

If it is the case that we have 
destroyed trillions of dollars in 
the world economy since early 
2020 and ruined countless lives 
based on worthless PCR tests 
and now the same fraud extends 
the insanity for an alleged Delta 
variant, the clear conclusion is 
that some very influential 
actors are using that fear to 
drive experimental genetic 
vaccines never before tested on
humans nor extensively on 
animals.

Yet the vaccine-related official 
death toll in the EU and USA 
continue to break records. As of 
this writing, according to the 
official EU database for 

recording vaccine injuries, 
EduraVigilance, by August 2 a 
total of 20,595 deaths had been 
reported of people who 
previously received the 
experimental genetic mRNA 
jabs! Such numbers have never 
before been seen. In addition 
there have been reported 
(https://campaigns.healthimpactnews.c
om/email/view/61093f2f719356057794
23) 1,960,607 injuries and 50%
of them serious including 
blood clots, heart attacks, 
menstrual irregularities, 
paralysis, all following 
COVID-19 mRNA injections. 
The USA data at the CDC 
VAERS database is being 
manipulated openly, but even 
they show more than 11,000 
post-mRNA vaccine deaths. 
The major news media never 
mention this.

Authorities and politicians reply 
that there is no evidence the 
deaths or injuries were vaccine 
related. But they cannot prove 
that they were not because they 
prohibit doctors from doing any 
autopsy. If we are told to follow
science, why are doctors being 
told by health officials to not 
do autopsies on patients who 
died AFTER receiving two 
mRNA vaccines? After 
thousands of vaccine-related 
deaths only one autopsy has 
been reported, that in 
Germany, and the findings 
were horrific. The mRNA 
spike protein had spread 
(https://www.sciencedirect.com/science
/article/pii/S1201971221003647) 
through the entire body. The 
CDC stopped monitoring non-
severe COVID-19 cases among

vaccinated people in May. That
hides the alarming number of 
vaccinated who get seriously 
ill.

Something is terribly wrong 
when respected experienced 
medical experts are being 
banned for suggesting 
alternative hypotheses to the 
entire COVID drama. When 
other scientists adhering to the
official line call for any 
criticism of Tony Fauci or 
other mainstream COVID 
doctors, they are to be labelled
as doing a “Hate Crime.” Or 
when cheap and proven 
remedials are prohibited in 
favor of the costly deadly 
mRNA vaccines in which 
Fauci’s NIAID holds a 
financial interest.

Already vaccine advocates 
such as Fauci are speaking of 
the need for booster mRNA 
shots and warning of yet a new
“Lambda variant” looming. 
How will they test for that? Or
are we to take it on faith 
because he or she is said by 
CNN or BBC to be a 
“respected authority”? How far
will sane citizens allow this 
cognitive dissonance to destroy
our lives?
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The Virus speaks:
an exclusive

interview
Source:

https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021
/08/09/the-virus-speaks-exclusive-

interview/

By Jon Rappoport

Talking history and evolution 
here. My first memories; a little 
more than a year ago. Poof. I 
was there. I decided I was an 
idea in the mind of God.

How did that work out?

I looked around for the mind of 
God, but I couldn’t find it. 
Nevertheless, I held on to the 
notion. I felt…elite. I floated 
through banquet halls, hotel 
suites. I visited upscale resorts.

Were you infecting people?

I was vacationing. Watching. 
Enjoying. That’s all. Then, I 
became aware of dimensionality.

You lost me.

There are solid things; spaces 
between things; ideas like time, 
and so forth. I was definitely an 
idea, but I couldn’t trace my 
source, my inception.

Did you know how much 
publicity you were getting?

Of course. I had frequent 
meetings with scientists and PR 
people. I was fielding lots of 
information.

What kind of information?

How to become more deadly, for
example. There were discussions
about mutation.

Were you on board with the 
recommendations?

I wasn’t interested. There was a 
lot of talk about THEM creating 
ME.

What was your reaction?

I wasn’t buying it. I could see 
they THOUGHT they had made 
me. But so what? I intensified 
my search.

For what?

My origin. I went through stages
of self-analysis. Finally, it hit 
me. I was an idea inside a 
collective.

Not sure I understand.

I’m an idea sustained by a few 
billion minds. People’s minds.

What about your genetic 
sequence? The spike protein?

Believe me, I’ve looked. They 
aren’t there.

So we’re creating you.

That’s pretty much it. I should 
say completely it.

A hell of a thing.

You bet. Can you see my 
problem?

No.

I want to live. I don’t want to 
vanish and END.

So people have to keep 
believing in you.

That’s it. If they stop, I’m 
gone.

Your handlers…

Oh, they’ve given up talking to 
me. I’m all by myself now. I’m 
safe for the moment. But long-
term, it’s a crap shoot. I’ve been 
reading about other so-called 
viruses. SARS 1. Swine Flu. 
They didn’t last long. People got
tired of thinking about them.

You’ll always have a place in 
history.

That’s different. Being 
remembered isn’t enough. I have
to be believed in, month after 
month, year after year, decade 
after decade.

Sounds like you’re losing hope.

I guess so. It’s a strange 
existence. Other people can turn 
you on and off like a light 
switch.

Have you considered starting a 
religion?

With myself as the Prophet? 
Sure. It’s a lot of work. I could 
vftcutbnty…spend years trying.

What just happened? You made 
some weird sounds.
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It was a flicker. Apparently, 
when the number of people 
thinking about me drops below a
certain threshold, I scramble and
begin to dissolve. But I always 
come back. So far.

Does it matter who’s thinking 
about you and believing in you?

You mean Henry Kissinger 
versus a janitor in a school? No. 
It’s a numbers game. Of course, 
you need to factor in strength of 
belief. If you have a few 
thousand kids in Florida who 
say, “OK, the virus exists, big 
deal”—or three hundred grad 
students in biology wearing 
triple masks and panting to get 
the vaccine—the sum total of the
grad students outweighs the 
Florida kids.

What about Fauci?

He’s a true believer.

Bill Gates?

He’s completely delusional. He
believes in whatever gives him 
more power. Take away all 
that power and he wouldn’t 
believe in anything.

Do you realize the amount of 
harm being done in your name?

Of course. That’s why I agreed 
to this interview.

How is that going to do any 
good?

I’ve made a decision. As much 
as I want to survive, I’m willing 
to sacrifice myself if people 

want me to.

You’re talking about what? A 
vote?

No. Haven’t you been paying 
attention? People can just stop 
believing I’m more than an idea.

And then you’ll dissolve.

And blow away.

—Suddenly, men broke down 
the door to the motel room. They
stormed in with weapons drawn. 
They were wearing heavy body 
armor. I looked around. The 
“virus” had fled the scene.

“What are you doing here?” one 
of the men said. “We’ve had 
reports of a disturbance.”

“I was talking to myself. 
Rehearsing for an interview I 
hope to do.”

“What interview?”

“I’m a reporter. I’m 
investigating the use of sub-
standard air conditioners in 
Phoenix. It’s a racket. The units 
are smuggled across the border 
from Mexico. I’m trying to sit 
down with a local public health 
official and find out what’s 
going on.”

It took me three hours to 
convince the SWAT team I was 
no threat.

They let me go.

As I drove out of the city, I saw 
a ghostly figure take shape out in

the desert. It hung in the air over
the scrub and the cactus.

Its voice whispered in my ear: 
“Publish our conversation.”

So that’s what I’m doing.

Tyranny: The
Deadliest Pandemic

Source:
https://www.globalresearch.ca/tyranny

-deadliest-pandemic/5751869

By Michael J. Talmo

The pandemic I’m talking about 
is tyranny—the need to have 
power over others—to strip 
others of all they own including 
their dignity. In the case of 
COVID-19, with gene altering 
vaccines, they even want to 
strip us of what it means to be 
human.

The overwhelming majority of 
the human race isn’t interested 
in tyranny. Only a tiny minority 
of corrupt and greedy 
psychopaths want to rule with an
iron fist. In my opinion they are 
like malignant cancer cells.

There are about 30 trillion 
(https://www.healthline.com/health/nu
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mber-of-cells-in-body) cells in the 
human body. For whatever 
reason some cells go haywire 
and turn against the rest of the 
body—they become cancerous. 
Instead of helping the body these
trouble making disruptive cells 
seek to interfere with its normal 
functions and destroy it. In too 
many cases they succeed.

Just as cancer cells can 
corrupt and make other cells 
malignant, power-hungry 
psychopaths are often 
charismatic and can turn a 
percentage of the population 
into their minions of flying 
monkeys who will carry out 
their agenda and destroy a free
and peaceful society. That’s 
the biggest problem of all: 
there is always a percentage of 
the population who are willing 
to carry out their orders.

Government power is a two-
edged sword. It can be used to 
do good or evil.

Political scientist Rudolph 
Rummel (1932-2014 - 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rudolph_
Rummel) coined the term 
“democide” which he defined as 
murder by government. After 
studying over 8,000 reports of 
government-caused deaths, 
Rummel estimated that 262 
million people were victims of 
government murder in the 
20th Century alone—six times 
the number of people who died
in battle. Personally, I would 
include soldiers who died in 
unnecessary wars which would
make it a lot more than 262 
million.

One of Professor Rummel’s 
main findings was that political 
mass murder is much more 
common under authoritarian 
regimes. But where power is 
diffuse, checked, and balanced, 
political violence is rare. In 
other words, the more power 
government has the more 
dangerous it becomes. This is 
why preserving freedom is so 
vital because as Rummel stated: 
“concentrated political power is 
the most dangerous thing on 
earth.”

The big bamboozle

How do governments get the 
masses to go along with 
tyranny?

Consider the words of our 
second U.S. President, John 
Adams (1735-1826 - 
http://www.digitalhistory.uh.edu/disp_t
extbook.cfm?smtID=3&psid=4118):

“Be not intimidated, therefore, 
by any terrors, from publishing 
with the utmost freedom…nor 
suffer yourselves to be 
wheedled out of your liberty by 
any pretences of politeness, 
delicacy, or decency. These, as 
they are often used, are but 
three different names for 
hypocrisy, chicanery, and 
cowardice.”

There be monsters here

The most common form of 
chicanery that governments use 
to wheedle people out of their 
liberty are moral panics. The red
thread that runs through all of 
them is that some danger/evil 

lurks everywhere and must be 
stamped out. Due process of law
and other Constitutional rights 
just get in the way and must be 
swept aside.

All moral panics are ploys to 
scare us into giving up our 
freedom.

Even if it’s Just plain folks that 
unintentionally start a moral 
panic, governments will be 
quick to jump on the bandwagon
to acquire more power and 
revenue. They will use 
propaganda to manipulate you
into being so anxious to save 
yourself that you will be 
willing to give up everything 
you believe in—to sell your 
soul to the devil.

Moral panics, crusades, witch 
hunts, mass hysteria, call them 
whatever you like, can take 
many forms. They can occur on 
the authoritarian left or right. 
Prohibition, McCarthyism, 
Women Against Pornography, 
the War on Drugs, the Christian 
Right, Mothers Against Drunk 
Driving (MADD), the War on 
Terror, Me Too, QAnon 
(https://nypost.com/article/what-is-
qanon-conspiracy-theory/), Satanic 
Panic, (the belief that children in
daycare centers were being 
molested and forced to 
participate in satanic rituals 
during the 1980s and 1990s 
along with many other 
outlandish notions - 
https://www.mentalfloss.com/article/64
2372/satanic-panic-history-1980s), 
Blue Lives Matter 
(https://www.dictionary.com/e/politics/
blue-lives-matter/), the Victims 
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Rights Movement 
(https://harvardcrcl.org/justice-for-
whom-the-dangers-of-the-growing-
victims-rights-movement/), are but a 
few examples of misguided 
crusades.

Don’t misunderstand me. I’m 
not saying that some of the 
things that the aforementioned 
crusade against aren’t real 
problems. My point is that moral
panics of this nature distort real 
problems by blowing them way 
out of proportion which in the 
end winds up making them a lot 
worse as well as causing 
additional problems.

(TCTT editor note: Dismissing
such things as outlandish or

calling them conspiracy theories
without proper investigation is
the sort of thing that allowed
people like Jimmy Saville &

Jeffrey Epstein to get away with
their crimes for so long, along

with MSM & government help of
course, to get a glimpse of the

sort of things the “elite” get up
to I suggest having a look at the

Hollie Greig case:
https://www.ukcolumn.org/search?

keywords=hollie+greig) 

Bottom line: Don’t confuse 
revenge with justice. Don’t be 
conned into throwing away your 
freedom in the name of stopping 
the bad guys and the evil doers. 
Because, if you do, all of us will 
be victims—women as well as 
men.

It’s your duty

The core belief of all moral 
panics is Communitarianism 

(https://www.thoughtco.com/communit
arianism-definition-and-theories-
5070063), the belief that the 
collective society is more 
important than the individual, 
that you have to give up your 
natural inalienable rights for 
some greater good or higher 
purpose. This nonsensical 
propaganda has been used by 
every two-bit dictator from time 
immemorial.

In some primitive cultures this
kind of stupid thinking 
resulted in human sacrifice, 
such as allowing a religious 
nut who calls himself a high 
priest to cut someone’s heart 
out on a sacrificial altar or 
throw children off a cliff in 
order to make sure that the 
Sun will continue to rise, or 
that the crops will grow.

It is true that we are part of a 
collective society, but only in 
limited ways. Yes, we are 
obligated to pay taxes because 
there are things that we can’t do 
on our own. We have an 
interdependence on each other. 
We need each other. For 
example, it takes the efforts of a 
complex technological collective
society to build and maintain our
modern infrastructure and make 
sure our air, water, and food are 
safe. All of these things are what
governments do best. But that’s 
as far as it goes.

First and foremost, we are free, 
sovereign individuals. What we 
wear, what we think, what we 
read see, and hear, where we 
choose to go, what makes us 
happy, and what we choose or 

not choose to put into our 
bodies, which includes 
individual health choices, are 
no one’s business but our own.

Communities don’t have rights 
only the individuals who live in 
them have rights. There is no 
such thing as “community 
standards” because we all have 
different standards. To be free 
only as long as you conform is 
no freedom at all—it is 
replacing real freedom with 
pseudo liberty.

The COVID con job

In the case of COVID-19, the 
newest mantra is that the 
unvaccinated are spreading 
COVID-19 and forcing 
governments to impose more 
lockdowns, mask mandates, etc. 
Don’t fall for it. There is no 
pandemic. There is no 
emergency. There was no 
excess mortality in 2020.

What’s really going on is that 
they have to keep the fear porn
going in order to install the 
Chinese social credit system 
(https://www.businessinsider.com/chin
a-social-credit-system-punishments-
and-rewards-explained-2018-4) via 
vaccine passports 
(https://www.bitchute.com/video/HFibi
RIXVQj4/) and create a 
totalitarian world government.
None of this oppression is 
about a virus.

Think about it. If the COVID 
vaccines are “safe and 
effective” as they claim, why 
are huge percentages of 
doctors, nurses, and other 
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health care workers refusing 
(https://search.aol.com/aol/search;_ylt
=AwrgDaMaZwdhIFUA2VVpCWVH;_
ylu=Y29sbwNncTEEcG9zAzEEdnRpZ
AMEc2VjA3BhZ2luYXRpb24-?
q=half+of+all+doctors+and+nurses+
refuse+to+get+covid+vaccines&pz=1
0&bct=0&v_t=loki-
keyword&b=1&pz=10&bct=0&xargs
=0) to get them? Why is a huge
percentage of the public 
refusing to get them? Could it 
be because so many have 
already died and become 
permanently disabled—nearly 
25,000 in the U.S. alone as of 
July 23, 2021 according to 
VAERS (Vaccine Adverse 
Events Reporting System - 
https://medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.
php?
TABLE=ON&GROUP1=CAT&EVEN
TS=ON&VAX=COVID19). And 
according to a study 
(https://digital.ahrq.gov/sites/default/fi
les/docs/publication/r18hs017045-
lazarus-final-report-2011.pdf) 
conducted from 2007-2010, that
number is many, many times 
times higher because the 
VAERS system is grossly 
inefficient.

And If the vaccines work why 
worry about the unvaccinated 
if you’re vaccinated? Why 
even have a vaccine for a virus
with an over 99% 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=oK4qKYvd5QU) survival rate 
for people under 70 and that 
numerous studies, like the recent
CDC study 
(https://www.cnbc.com/2021/07/30/cdc
-study-shows-74percent-of-people-
infected-in-massachusetts-covid-
outbreak-were-fully-vaccinated.html) 
in Cape Cod Massachusetts, 
show won’t protect vaccinated 
people from COVID-19? What 

is the point in getting a vaccine
that doesn’t vaccinate you?

If COVID-19 was a real 
pandemic and the vaccines 
really worked, governments 
and their corporate masters 
wouldn’t need to bully and 
coerce people into taking them
via mandates 
(https://www.cnbc.com/2021/08/03/nyc
s-de-blasio-mandates-vaccines-for-
indoor-activities.html) like the one 
just passed in New York City 
that will prohibit unvaccinated 
people from fully participating 
in society.

See this medical apartheid for 
what it really is: Jim Crow 
(https://www.history.com/topics/early-
20th-century-us/jim-crow-laws) in a 
white lab coat. Pardon me while 
I barf.

How we got into this mess

In the 1980s former U.S. 
President Ronald Reagan (1911-
2004) changed the Zeitgeist of 
our country from being focused 
on building a strong and 
prosperous middle class to 
creating an oligarchy on steroids
via massive tax cuts for the 
wealthy along with deregulation 
of corporations and banks.

Reagan’s policies, known as 
Reaganomics 
(https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/
reaganomics.asp), eventually also 
embraced by the Democratic 
Party, changed our nation and 
ultimately the Western world 
from liberal 
(https://www.diffen.com/difference/Con
servative_vs_Liberal) to neoliberal 

(https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-
neoliberalism-definition-and-
examples-5072548). It is what 
allowed people like Bill Gates, 
and Warren Buffet to become 
obscenely wealthy. 40 years of 
Reaganomics is why we are in 
this COVID quagmire.

The very rich are not like the 
rest of us. Put money into the 
pockets of the poor and middle 
class and they put it back into 
the economy. This is what drives
an economy: demand. People 
having money in their pockets to
buy things. Give money to the 
very rich and they suck all the 
wealth out of society because 
they can only buy so much of 
anything—there aren’t enough 
of them. Instead, they either 
hoard their wealth, gamble with 
it in the stock market, which can 
create global poverty and 
instability, or use it to bribe 
politicians and corrupt 
governments.

This is why The World Health 
Organization has degenerated 
(https://www.who.int/teams/immunizati
on-vaccines-and-
biologicals/strategies/ia2030) into 
The World Vaccine 
Organization. This is why the 
Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention has become the 
Centers for Dictatorship Control 
and Propaganda.

This why it is power and not 
people that needs to be 
controlled.

Creating real monsters

When you take ordinary people 
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and allow them to become 
multibillionaires you create 
monsters. Meek Dr. Jekylls are 
turned into Mr Hydes. Monsters 
from the Freudian ID are freed 
to wreck havoc upon the world. 
Not with a potion or an alien 
technology, but with the power 
that vast amounts of money can 
bring. The kind of power to do 
things that the rest of us 
wouldn’t dare to do. But they’ll 
dare because they don’t need to 
care. They rule and are free to 
mold the world into their own 
misshapen and perverted image.

Today’s mega billionaires are 
kings, queens, princes, and 
princesses with the mentality of
a petulant spoiled child. They 
think that they can take what 
they want. They think that 
there is nothing we can do to 
stop them. They are wrong.

What must be done

If we don’t change the current 
system which is global and 
utterly corrupt then the same 
problems will continue. So, 
first and foremost, All 
billionaires must go—strip them 
of their wealth. The most money
a wealthy person should have is 
around maybe 30-50 million 
dollars.

Abolish Big Pharma and all 
other mega corporations. Keep 
businesses small to medium 
sized. And never let any 
business lobby the government
or give politicians money. All 
elections should be publicly 
financed. No donations from 
anyone—especially the rich.

Abolish all standing armies 
including the police. Without 
them, governments could not 
oppress us. The main purpose 
of police and other military 
forces has always been to serve
the ruling elite—not the 
people. COVID-19 should have 
made this abundantly clear. 
Better to have a citizen police 
force where its members serve 
for a month and then rotate back 
into the civilian population. 
They should be answerable to 
and work directly for local 
communities and not local, state,
or national governments. In 
other words, a militia instead of 
professional soldiers.

For protection of the nation from
foreign enemies a navy and an 
air force are more than adequate.

Abolish MSEHPA (Model State 
Emergency Health Powers Act - 
https://www.aclu.org/other/model-
state-emergency-health-powers-act). 
After 911, the CDC along with a
couple of other medical 
institutions lobbied state 
governments, and succeeded, in 
getting them to pass versions of 
this draconian legislation that 
gave sweeping powers to 
Governors and public health 
departments if medical 
emergencies are declared. 
MSEHPA laws abridge every 
right enumerated in the U.S. 
Constitution as well as the great 
principles of liberty enumerated 
in the Declaration of 
Independence. All of the vile 
acts that governments have 
inflicted on us under the banner 
of fighting COVID-19 are 
mainly due to this horrible 

legislation.

Don’t consolidate government 
power. Keep its different 
functions separate. Don’t fall for
the efficiency argument. Keep 
government fragmented and 
you keep your freedom.

To the brainwashed and
still asleep

Be warned people. Continue to
hold on to this false belief 
called COVID-19, do nothing 
to educate yourselves to the 
truth, do nothing to fight this 
evil, and you condemn all of us
to a life of slavery. The flame 
of liberty will be extinguished 
and our humanity will perish.

Never trust any government or
institution with power—it is 
foolhardy and dangerous. 
Politicians and those in high-
level positions, like all humans,
can be ignorant, reactionary, 
intellectually lazy, illogical, 
and irresponsible. The less 
power they have the better so 
keep them on a very short 
leash.

And be ever vigilant—
especially when those in power
tell you that oppressive 
measures are for your 
protection and to save lives 
because as the old saying goes:

The road to hell is paved with 
good intentions.
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Statement on Virus
Isolation (SOVI).

“SARS-CoV-2 Has
Never Been Isolated

or Purified”
Source:

https://www.globalresearch.ca/stateme
nt-virus-isolation-sovi/5752738

By Sally Fallon Morell, Dr.
Thomas Cowan, and Dr. Andrew

Kaufman

The controversy over whether 
the SARS-CoV-2 virus has ever 
been isolated or purified 
continues. However, using the 
above (title page) definition, 
common sense, the laws of 
logic and the dictates of 
science, any unbiased person 
must come to the conclusion 
that the SARS-CoV-2 virus has
never been isolated or purified.
As a result, no confirmation of 
the virus’ existence can be 
found. The logical, common 
sense, and scientific 
consequences of this fact are:

• the structure and 
composition of 
something not shown to
exist can’t be known, 
including the presence, 
structure, and function 
of any hypothetical 
spike or other proteins;

• the genetic sequence of 
something that has 
never been found can’t 
be known;

• “variants” of something

that hasn’t been shown 
to exist can’t be known;

• it’s impossible to 
demonstrate that 
SARS-CoV-2 causes a 
disease called Covid-19.

In as concise terms as possible, 
here’s the proper way to isolate, 
characterize and demonstrate a 
new virus.

First, one takes samples (blood, 
sputum, secretions) from many 
people (e.g. 500) with symptoms
which are unique and specific 
enough to characterize an 
illness. Without mixing these 
samples with ANY tissue or 
products that also contain 
genetic material, the virologist 
macerates, filters and 
ultracentrifuges i.e. purifies the 
specimen. This common 
virology technique, done for 
decades to isolate 
bacteriophages 
(https://journals.plos.org/plosone/artic
le?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0215734) 
and so-called giant viruses in 
every virology lab, then allows 
the virologist to demonstrate 
with electron microscopy 
thousands of identically sized 
and shaped particles. These 
particles are the isolated and 
purified virus.

These identical particles are then
checked for uniformity by 
physical and/or microscopic 
techniques. Once the purity is 
determined, the particles may be 
further characterized. This 
would include examining the 
structure, morphology, and 
chemical composition of the 

particles. Next, their genetic 
makeup is characterized by 
extracting the genetic material 
directly from the purified 
particles and using genetic-
sequencing techniques, such as 
Sanger sequencing, that have 
also been around for decades. 
Then one does an analysis to 
confirm that these uniform 
particles are exogenous (outside)
in origin as a virus is 
conceptualized to be, and not the
normal breakdown products of 
dead and dying tissues.
(https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10
.3389/fcell.2020.573511/full) (As of 
May 2020, we know that 
virologists have no way to 
determine whether the particles 
they’re seeing are viruses or just 
normal break-down products of 
dead and dying tissues.)

If we have come this far then we
have fully isolated, 
characterized, and genetically 
sequenced an exogenous virus 
particle. However, we still have 
to show it is causally related to a
disease. This is carried out by 
exposing a group of healthy 
subjects (animals are usually 
used) to this isolated, purified 
virus in the manner in which the 
disease is thought to be 
transmitted. If the animals get 
sick with the same disease, as 
confirmed by clinical and 
autopsy findings, one has now 
shown that the virus actually 
causes a disease. This 
demonstrates infectivity and 
transmission of an infectious 
agent.

None of these steps has even 
been attempted with the 
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SARS-CoV-2 virus, nor have 
all these steps been 
successfully performed for any
so-called pathogenic virus. 
Our research indicates that a 
single study showing these 
steps does not exist in the 
medical literature.

Instead, since 1954, virologists 
have taken unpurified samples 
from a relatively few people, 
often less than ten, with a similar
disease. They then minimally 
process this sample and 
inoculate this unpurified sample 
onto tissue culture containing 
usually four to six other types of 
material — all of which contain 
identical genetic material as to 
what is called a “virus.” The 
tissue culture is starved and 
poisoned and naturally 
disintegrates into many types of 
particles, some of which contain 
genetic material. Against all 
common sense, logic, use of the
English language and scientific
integrity, this process is called 
“virus isolation.” This brew 
containing fragments of genetic 
material from many sources is 
then subjected to genetic 
analysis, which then creates in a 
computer-simulation process the
alleged sequence of the alleged 
virus, a so called in silico 
genome. At no time is an actual
virus confirmed by electron 
microscopy. At no time is a 
genome extracted and 
sequenced from an actual 
virus. This is scientific fraud.

The observation that the 
unpurified specimen — 
inoculated onto tissue culture 
along with toxic antibiotics, 

bovine fetal tissue, amniotic 
fluid and other tissues — 
destroys the kidney tissue onto 
which it is inoculated is given as
evidence of the virus’ existence 
and pathogenicity. This is 
scientific fraud.

From now on, when anyone 
gives you a paper that suggests
the SARS-CoV-2 virus has 
been isolated, please check the 
methods sections. If the 
researchers used Vero cells or 
any other culture method, you 
know that their process was 
not isolation. You will hear the 
following excuses for why actual
isolation isn’t done:

1. There were not enough virus 
particles found in samples from 
patients to analyze.

2. Viruses are intracellular 
parasites; they can’t be found 
outside the cell in this manner.

If No. 1 is correct, and we can’t 
find the virus in the sputum of 
sick people, then on what 
evidence do we think the virus is
dangerous or even lethal? If No. 
2 is correct, then how is the virus
spread from person to person? 
We are told it emerges from the 
cell to infect others. Then why 
isn’t it possible to find it?

Finally, questioning these 
virology techniques and 
conclusions is not some 
distraction or divisive issue. 
Shining the light on this truth 
is essential to stop this terrible 
fraud that humanity is 
confronting.

For, as we now know, if the 
virus has never been isolated, 
sequenced or shown to cause 
illness, if the virus is 
imaginary, then why are we 
wearing masks, social 
distancing and putting the 
whole world into prison?

Finally, if pathogenic viruses 
don’t exist, then what is going 
into those injectable devices 
erroneously called “vaccines,” 
and what is their purpose? 
This scientific question is the 
most urgent and relevant one 
of our time.

We are correct. The SARS-
CoV2 virus does not exist.
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